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9-9-2016 
Man and Conscious Feeling 

 
As man you cannot but enter this Female world of Form. Men deal with this Ordeal in 

different ways. Usually, however, the Man gets lost, buried alive in Woman’s world, no 
matter if the man ‘chooses’ the soft or hard-boiled way. In fact, there is only one way to 
prevent being buried alive. That is to Consciously Feel. And keep on Feeling. And keep on 
Feeling. And keep on Feeling. And keep on Feeling. And keep on Feeling. And keep on 
Feeling. Consciously Feeling is your anchor as man. Consciousness is Man’s world. Feeling 
seems Woman’s world. However, if She is disconnected from Man – as usual, when Man is 
not Present, not Feeling Her – this is unconscious, un-free feeling: the feelings, whether 
pleasant or unpleasant, are rather part of and happen in a prison; there is no Freedom in (or 
beyond) them. For a man, Consciously Feeling is, in principle, being Man in Woman’s world. 
It is Giving or ‘Adding’ Man to this Female world – as long as it happens in a (Male, that is:) 
Selfless way. It means Allowing everything to be Felt what is there to be Felt, without any 
preference to what you Feel, as Woman has strongly. 

On the face of it, conscious feeling without reacting to the content of it, might seem to 
be merely part of the world of being, with no clear connection to this world of Form, to the 
world of doing. In fact, however, it is exactly this neutral Conscious Feeling that, seemingly 
miraculously, gives a direction to a man’s life on an earthly level. Without it He appears to 
be lost, lost in Woman’s world of forms and forms and forms. He can pick some forms out of 
the many and sort of dedicate himself to them, to producing or taking care of those forms, but 
is it really He Himself doing this, or does he do his work rather because he (assumes he) has 
to? Without Conscious Feeling a man has no contact with His Being as Man and becomes a 
slave of Unconscious Forces that push or pull him in a direction that is not His, a slave of the 
Female Ego that wants Him to be and act in a certain way that seems to be able to satisfy Her 
(form-)interests. Without Conscious Feeling a man might seem to be acting as he wants and 
doing his thing in this world but there is no one, no Man. There is (unconscious) slavery. 

When as man you stay in the world of consciousness – or when there is a split 
between your Consciousness and Heart and, on the other hand, your hands, indeed – you 
cannot bridge the gap to Woman’s world. And thus man and woman will stay strangers to 
each other, and even enemies, albeit enemies with the intention to (try to) love each other 
beyond the sexual conviction to each other. As Man you are Free to be the First, the first to 
make a gesture to Woman’s world. You do not, as many men do, wait for Her to make a 
gesture to Man’s world. The latter would be a long wait. To (Consciously) Feel, as Man, what 
Woman feels in Her world in an un-free way, is not just a small gesture to Her: it is your very 
gift to Woman that She appreciates above anything else – even though She might not always 
show this immediately, and, moreover, often She seems to resist when you really enter into 
Her world, when you make Her world Conscious for Her. The latter might be the way to 
Freedom Beyond Her Prison, Her world of Form, indeed, but the Process through which this 
happens doesn’t feel nice for her, to say the very least. There’s a great part of Her own world 
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– the greater, as a matter of fact – that Woman does not want to know, not want to 
Consciously See. 

If you limit yourself as Man to Conscious Feeling you do the opposite of manipulating 
Woman – in the way She manipulates you if She is not Stopped by Man in this respect, if His 
Eye doesn’t shine on this (yet). Otherwise, without Man Consciously Feeling, man’s 
manipulating woman is not easy to prevent from happening. For if you are not Consciously 
Feeling and are thus not Present in Woman’s world, you become (and usually are) a slave of 
the same Forces that keep Woman a prisoner in and of Her own world of Form, and thus a 
man starts serving interests instead of the Whole, the Heart. The Manipulative Force is one of 
the main Forces of the Dark. As a slave of the Manipulative Force and other Dark Forces you 
become (part of) Woman – if you don’t Consciously Feel, indeed. In Conscious Feeling – and 
not in any acts, good deeds or otherwise – lies your Power as Man on an Earthly Level. Keep 
on Feeling and you discover that you don’t need anything, that you don’t have interests, none, 
that you are Free as Man, that is: Whole. Keep on Feeling and you cannot but Recognize the 
Deepest Force or Drive in you as Man: to Free Woman from Unconsciousness which is Her 
suffering. This Deeper Nature is not an interest: it is So. 

Consciously Feeling and keeping on Feeling is, in Principle, Enough for this 
Liberation. You don’t have to push Woman in any sense in the direction of becoming 
Conscious. As has been said, manipulation is none of your business as Man. On the face of it 
it seems that other characteristics are needed to be able to Consciously Feel oneself to the 
End, to Liberation of Unconsciousness into Consciousness, Woman into Man: something like 
courage, for instance, or persistence, dedication, for the Ordeal is heavy and dangerous. But if 
one keeps Feeling these characteristics appear to be there. They can be overgrown by the 
other side of the Coin of life, but they are there. Consciousness shows everything, sooner or 
later. In the end It shows Man’s Freedom Beyond any choice of any side of Woman’s Duality 
on whichever plane of existence. 

For Conscious Feeling to actually occur and to let it grow, to let man’s body become a 
Body of Man instead of a body of Woman(’s demands of Her world of Form), Space is 
indispensable. Although it is theoretically not strictly necessary, yet without giving a concrete 
shape to it in the form of regularly actually sitting down on a chair or a cushion or standing or 
lying still and not doing anything else, it is not easy or hardly possible to Consciously Feel 
yourself into Freedom and, thus, to be a Free haven for Woman. Conscious Feeling, simple as 
it may seem when you just sit and feel, is hard work, heavy. There is no paradise ‘earth’ 
waiting for you to be felt. Anyhow, once you ‘got’ it, once things have turned around and it 
will be hard or impossible not to constantly Consciously Feel, once Feeling is with you all 
day long, this Feeling will also be done during work, during doing – even though the latter 
will, by its nature, always be more limited, not as pure or complete as when there is space to 
just Feel, to Consciously Feel everything just as it comes and is. When a basic ‘state’ of 
constant Feeling has settled in you, the Man in you can, in principle, not be (fundamentally) 
deluded any more. As Man Conscious Feeling is your anchor and compass. 

If as Man you keep Feeling ‘yourself’ into Woman’s world – Beyond any intention, 
Beyond purpose, Beyond ‘self’ – you’ll have and radiate a Presence that is different from the 
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Presence that a Conscious man has who stays separate from Woman’s world. It is Enlivened 
by Being Touched by and Touching Woman’s world. The latter two are the same, in fact. If 
you let yourself be Touched, you Touch. This being Touched into Life cannot but be radiated 
in return. Consciously Feeing will give a man the feeling of being an Insider, instead of 
staying a tourist on earth, a tourist in the world of Woman Who he somehow seems to have to 
convince of the fact that he is worthy to be received by Her. The latter is an attempt that, even 
when She allows him sexually, is bound to fail. Without Man’s Consciously Feeling Woman 
cannot Feel Him, She cannot Recognize Him Being Her Mirror, Her Beloved. Without 
Recognition by Her Heart – without Its Opening for His (Conscious) Heart – there can be no 
True Reception. 

If as Man you dedicate yourself to Conscious Feeling, to Neutrally Feeling what this 
world is about, this is the same as saying goodbye to any reward for yourself. This is no 
problem, of course. As Man you have Found that the self is a hopeless unfulfillable project 
anyway. Something Else will come when you keep selflessly Feeling. Despite that you will 
often Feel very weakened if you keep Feeling, a Power appears gradually – or sometimes 
suddenly – in the background. This Subtle Power, oh justice, disappears if it is – possibly 
unconsciously – misused for the self, if it is used for earthly power or manipulation. It is not a 
Power with which you can do or accomplish things here on earth, as the ego is immediately 
interested in: good deeds nor bad deeds arise out of it. Ultimately, the Power cannot be 
distinguished from Love. This Love is splendidly useless. It cannot be made into a path. 

And this is Man’s world. He goes for what is useless, for what has no value in the 
world of form, and He gives this to Woman. A Selfless useless Gift from His Heart. Without 
uselessness the world will be used to death. 


